using time-series photography,

Bicycle parking data and analysis are necessary to evaluate of facility

Researchers collected more than 650 images, uploading them to a web

For each location, each observed bicycle was assigned a bike number

designs and parking plans, to analyze and predict bicyclists’ trip-making

-based photo sharing application to facilitate organization, viewing,

(i). Indicator variables bi,t were used to record the presence of bicycle i

behavior, and to provide direction for policy-makers and planners.

and analysis.

at time t. These variables formed a parking event matrix, Bloc, with each

Growing numbers of universities and municipalities are adopting

 Perform and document a trial data collection and analysis,
 Suggest ways in which the data can be used to answer specific re-

ID03_10:00
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 Evaluate the utility and feasibility of the proposed methodology.

Bike
# (i)

adequate parking is a widely cited barrier to bicycle use, and formal

Bicycle Parking Analysis Using Time-Series Photography
David A. Moskovitz, Nicole M. Wheeler
Session 383, Paper 11-2215

forts.
However, there is little research or data related to bicycle parking, no
standardized methodology for data collection. Measures such as duration and turnover have long been identified with vehicular parking
studies, but have not been standardized in the literature related to bicycle parking.
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M ETHODOLOGY
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Rack position
and notes

1

12 Wht basket

2

1

1

1

1

3

6 Blk mtn

1

1

1

1

expand its capabilities and applicability.

4

8 Ylw/gry rd

1

1

1

1

1

5

3 Blue mtn

1

1

1

6

4 Red/wht

1

1

1

7

5 Blue crate

1

1

1

8

9 Wht mtn

1

1

1

1

1

9

10 Blue rd

1

1

1

1

1

10

11 Bl/blk mtn

1

1

11

6 Wht helmet

13

2 Pink/wht

14

5 Wht/teal

15

12 Blk Rd



Avoid of self-selection bias and perceptual error.
High degree of efficiency in terms of cost, time, and equipment.

event data.

Method
Counts

Advantages

Drawbacks

Measure accumulation dur- Does not record arrivals, deing a peak demand.
partures, or parking volume.
Reveal long-term trends
Limited experimental controls.
and some user preferInterpretation of data “in the
ences.
field” is susceptible to error.

Surveys Inform understanding of
Self-selection bias.
user preferences and bar- Reliance on participants’ perriers to bicycle travel.
ception of factual data.

Portland State University campus, grouped into 35 parking area.

Photo record sample for Location 3.

 Determine a series of vantage-points to photograph all parking

the 35 parking areas comprising the trial study area.
3. Define a study period. For the trial collection, the study period was

Volume (V)
Duration (D)
Turnover (T)
Occupancy (O)

The amount of time a specific bicycle is parked at
a facility.
The ratio of volume to capacity for a facility over a
specific period: T = V/C .
The ratio of accumulation to capacity for a specific
facility at a given time: O = A/C .

1

Volume for location loc: Vloc  max(i)



Overall accumulation at time t: At 

1



1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

V
loc

loc

6. Translate the photo record into a discrete set of parking event

would still have missed 141 trips.


1

1

1

1

490 unique parking events.



Accumulation and overall occupancy
peaked at 1:00 PM, when 250 bicycles
were present in the photo record.

7. Analyze measures based on specific research questions.

N

The linked arrival, parking, and departure of
a vehicle or bicycle at a parking facility.

Study area with photo locations indicated. Each set of photos was recorded in order by researchers walking the defined
route, which took approximately 15 minutes. (Note: Photo
49, added late, was taken between Photos 6 and 7.)



tion does not require extensive training or expertise.


250

70%
60%

200

50%

150

40%

100

30%
20%
10%

0

0%

Time of Day

Overall occupancy levels, indicated on right-hand axis, suggest considerable available/unused parking, even during
peak hours, and making allowances for turnover losses.

The photographic data record reduced the need for subjective in-

120%

the-field judgments.


80%



60%
40%

Montgomery Street

20%

Drawbacks

i ,t

Smith/Cramer
Courtyard

100%

Highly adaptable: the photo interval can be set to capture a broad

analysis of facility installation and traffic enhancements.

0%

The accuracy of the duration measure is limited by the length of
the photo interval, and the photo record may fail to capture any

loc ,t

parking event shorter than the photo interval.


Arrivals and departures at specific locations may be correlated to
particular events, such as transit or school schedules, which may
introduce bias.

Time-effective?
Short-term
(less than 2 hours)
166 parking events

Mid-term



(2 to 4 hours)
112 parking events

The researchers tracked time spent in data collection, and analysis.
Based on the depth of the data, they felt that the methodology

Comparison of occupancy rates at the Smith/Cramer courtyard (Photos 8-14, capacity: 68) and Montgomery Avenue
(Photo 49, capacity: 26) parking facilities reveals wide variation, despite their proximity to one another (225 feet). This
suggests that proximity to (assumed) destinations is an important factor in bicyclists’ parking behavior. Note: thischart
is not cumulative--Smith/Cramer exceeded design capacity
during peak hours.

was efficient, though there was no baseline for comparison.
Long-term
Long-term
212

(more than 4 hours)
212 parking events

Calculated parking durations ranged from
one hour to 12+ hours, with an average of 4.8 hours.



Low-tech: inexpensive equipment and data storage, data collec-

share, seasonal or annual ridership trends, or before-and-after

i

80%

would have missed 240 parking events. A more thorough count of

loc



records. Calculate derived measures.

Captures intended measures: volume, duration, occupancy, etc.,

array of information: a coffee shop’s customers’ bicycle mode

b

300

every bicycle appearing at all between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM

1

90%

50

improving on the “count” method. A simple peak-hour count

1

100%

350

Advantages

and arrival and departure times were identified for each event.

 Collect photographic data. Organize photos into time series.

Parking event

Total volume: V 

A

Summary Analysis

Definition

Occupancy & Proximity

1

Turnover and occupancy ratios were also calculated for each location,

 Determine an appropriate interval on which to record photo data.

Measure

The number of bicycles parking at a facility over a
period of time.

1

1

Accumulation for location loc at time t: Aloc ,t 





8:00 AM to 8:00 PM, Thursday, November 5, 2009.

at each location.

The number of bicycles parked at a facility at a
Accumulation (A)
specific time.

1

1

Calculating Derived Measures
 Duration for parking event i: D i   bi ,t


tiple photographs: 49 photographs were needed to record data for

lection order was defined to maintain the interval between photos

Capacity (C)

1

1

t

facilities within the study area. Larger parking areas required mul-

Measures adapted from vehicular parking studies
The maximum number of parked bicycles a facility
is designed to accommodate at any given time.

1

trial study area was comprised of 368 bicycle parking spaces on

One hour was chosen for the trial collection. A consistent data col-

Definition

1

Parking event matrix B3, representing all parking events that
occurred at Location 3.

1. Define a study area, including specific bicycle parking facilities. The

Existing methods for bicycle parking study

searchers to address a variety of topics. One example is offered below.

Further development of the proposed methodology, particularly

2 Pink/wht

Use a series of digital photographs to track individual parking events

1



the incorporation of modest technological improvements, could
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08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1

11 Brn/blk rd



The measures identified in this research comprise a toolkit allowing re-

behavior for planners and policy-makers,

Time (t)
1

12

over a period of time, deriving additional measures from parking

Use of a time-series methodology in further research is likely to

1

Summary
ID03_16:00

ing count and/or survey methods.

1

Criteria for Proposed Methodology
Capture useful and well-defined measures over a period of time.

The proposed methodology offers marked advantages over exist-

N EXT S TEPS

provide valuable insight into bicyclists’ parking and trip-making

strategies and programs to increase bicycle mode share. The lack of

ID03_12:00





row bi representing a unique parking event record.

provision of ample and secure parking is an essential part of these ef-

search questions, and

C ONCLUSIONS

Occupancy

 Propose a methodology for collecting detailed bicycle parking data

R ESULTS

Total Accumulation

Research Objectives

D ATA C OLLECTION

Occupancy

I NTRODUCTION

A General Bicycle Parking Issue


Bicycles parked at locations other than dedicated racks were not
counted in this study. The researchers felt that attempting to cap-



Test vantage points and camera settings



No more than six “inverted-U” racks should be included in any single photo. Other types of racks may demand further thought.

ture this data was likely to introduce bias into the results.

Overall turnover rate: 1.33 parking events per parking space per
day. Turnover for individual parking area varied from 0.0 to 3.0.

Further Recommendations
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